You are very kind! I was lucky enough to get a generous
grant from the Xeric Foundation to print that first issue
myself. The Rhode Island-based Paper Rodeo was still quite
popular at the time and people were starting to admire the
tabloid format as this weird art object, and it was relatively
cheap to make. I printed about 2000 copies at the time,
and I think most of them were given away, either by me or
as a freebie for buying something from Secret Acres, who
also helped greatly with the printing arrangements.
Did you get any unforgettable feedback from the readers
of the Pizza Wizard?
One person told me that they wallpapered part of their
shared studio space with the pages, and that felt good,
to know that someone liked it enough to have to look at
it all the time like that. People often tell me that they see
my work in bathrooms or hung up on fridges, and I can’t
imagine a better way for it to be shared.
You have already made the second issue of Pizza Wizard.
Do you want to tell where it’s going to take P-Wiz? And
how about the third issue? Is it the last? When will it be
out? What goes on in there? Man, I really wish we’ll be
able to release Finnish editions of these as well.
The second issue is a little more psychedelic with more
monsters and fewer real animals, and the characters tend
to get tossed around a lot by forces beyond their control.
I’ve started plotting out the third issue, and I’m pretty sure
it’s gonna adhere to the Star Wars trilogy formula, where
our heroes are more confident in their abilities and ready to
face their adversaries in the thrilling conclusion (I’m expecting it to be the last issue). I’ve only penciled the cover thus
far, so there’s a long way to go!
You’ve been very productive with comics, and it’s mostly
golden stuff. What’s your secret?
For a long time, I lived with my parents and could draw all
night long. Now that I have a day job, I don’t find the time as
often, but when I truly set my mind on finishing something,
I’ll give it whatever spare time I have. I usually keep my

stories simple and I make sure that I’m having fun as I’m
putting a comic together.

Void, playing acoustic instruments through his modular
synthesizer.

Many of your comic books are sold out. Is there any plans
for making reissues or retrospectives?

Your music sounds often very spontaneous, I often hear
playful improvisations on some whacky concepts. Is that
correct? Do you sometimes have a similar approach to
making comics?

I would definitely like there to be! I’m hoping for a collection of my “Call All My Dawgs!” comics, and all the
other limited run zines I’ve made over the past couple of
years. The general theme of all those has been relationships between characters, mainly interactions between
friends, good or bad, so I think it could make for an oddly
endearing book.
What’s next? What are you working on at the moment?
I just finished a one-sheet freebie for Comic Arts
Brooklyn called, “Old Lady Puppet”. I’m
also in the planning stages of a
group gallery show including
myself, John Moloney, and
Greta Svalberg, but this
will primarily be paintings, I think.
You’ve also released
a load of music as
Sam Gas Can, especially on your own
label Faux-Pas. How
is it going with the
label at the moment?
What is scheduled to be
released next?
The label has been going slowly
after releasing a couple LPs earlier in the year, but I have a big batch
of tapes coming soon from bands like Bang!
Bros., Arklight, Sky Thing, and a bootleg mix I made
of music from old Jackie Chan movies. My last cassette,
“Baby, Am I Trippy?” came out on the Singapore Sling label
in Moscow, and my new album, “I Sat Around Today” will
be released soon by Crash Symbols. I’m also going to be
working on a Christmas cassingle with my friend, Ronnie
Nordac, for BUFU records, and pursuing a new duo called
Diamond Chevrolet, which is me collaborating with Bastian

Absolutely, I feel like a lot of what I do, especially with
music, thrives on “happy accidents”. I’m often learning
a song as I’m playing it, and find it difficult to play again
after recording it. I decided a while ago that I’m not going
to do anything artistic out of obligation, only when it’s fun,
because if I’m bored making it, then that boredom is going
to translate to the reader/listener too, so things tend to
be on the spastic side. Still, I’ll often look back and be
impressed with what I did before, amazed that I
was able to pull it off. The same goes for
drawing, it’s important to let loose
and allow things to look stupid
sometimes.
What are your favorite
Sam Gas Can releases
and why are you satisfied with them?
Usually, my favorite
release is the most recent one, just because
I feel like I’m improving
every time I sit down to
record. I’ve collaborated
with a lot of people on
“I Sat Around Today”, and
that’s kind of new for me, I
usually play everything myself.
I’m lucky to be in a community of so
many generous and talented people here in
Northampton, including Orion Russell, John Moloney,
and Ted Lee of Feeding Tube Records, who have all had a
hand in helping make my ideas a reality. The fan favorite,
though, seems to be either “Tuxedo Road”, a cassette I did
that remixes the soundtrack from the Sailor Moon movie,
or “Dog Dance”, a more droney tape where I am naked
on the cover.

As we lost our only alternative comic book shop in Helsinki many years ago, many don’t know what’s happening
in the United States underground comic scene at the moment. How is it? What are your favorite current American
underground artists and comic books?
I feel like American comics are kind of taking an upswing
at this point, in that people are turning away from things
like “graphic novel fever”, and the played-out aesthetic
of the cartoonist as a sad, white male who only listens to
old-timey music. Now that the medium doesn’t need to be
defended anymore as a legitimate form of art, there seems
to be more room for experimentation. Smaller publishing
boutiques like Oily, Space Face, and Hic & Hoc operate by
their own rules, and that’s really exciting to me.
Dane Martin continues to be my favorite American cartoonist. His work ethic is unmatched and the emotions he sets
down are so raw. Someone needs to publish a phonebook
sized album of his work.
Noel Freibert always blows my mind with his horror comics.
I never know what to expect with each page, totally unpredictable and deplorable content, a real sick mind. I love it.
Alabaster Pizzo is doing some really great work, such tireless drawing and inventive design, cute characters and
beautiful patterns flowing everywhere...she’s like a young
Richard Scarry!
Not American, but I have to shout out Canadian artist Patrick Kyle, who does some of my favorite character design,
and Australian artist Simon Hanselmann, who is doing
some of the most important work out there right now, in
all aspects.
Also, feel free to hype any of your favorite comics, books
or records here:
“The End of the Fucking World” by Charles Forsman is a
really good book. Also, I can’t stop listening to Bob Dylan’s
“Nashville Skyline”.
Anything else?

Just to keep on keepin’ on...

Kuvat © Sam Gaskin Valokuva © Andrew Goulet

How was it to relase Pizza Wizard in the first place, in
2007? Where did you get the idea of a tabloid format?
How was it distributed? How large was the edition?
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